
What’s large is in charge. And man is this pack large. Boasting over 2.5GB of pure Bounce.  

 

Covering elements of electro-house, Melbourne bounce, Scouse house and everything in between to 

get you energized and poised with creative motivation. Get ready to experience twisted FX and tight 

one-shots. Smooth and deep post-apocalyptic bass sounds roll behind abrupt plucks and classic house 

synth sounds. We have captured organic drum sounds, breakbeat patterns, as well as those muffled 

background percussive sounds that give texture and create atmospheric space. Of course, we also 

delivered some true tension builders that will generate excitement and anticipation as you bump it up 

to the next level.  

 

Construction kits are amazing sound apparatuses that can be utilized by makers hoping to grow their 

abilities in a specific genre or producers who require a snappy and sorted set up straight out of the 

box. This pack gives the genuine embed FX alongside the sounds so you can reproduce the same 

sound found in the pack. Or you can apply any of your own custom acclimations to make it your own.  

 

Do you want more bounce to the ounce? You want What About: Panda Bounce from W. A. 

Production.  

 

The fine print:  

 

Here at W. A. Production, we adhere to a strict standard of quality. We spend time behind the board 

with our hands-on and our ears open accepting only the best of the best. Our producers are affluent 

in the EDM scene and are at the forefront of creation. We won't put our name on just anything. This 

ensures you that there are no regurgitated sounds of yesterday. We want to be the leader, we want 

your mix to lead. We stay one step ahead of the game and offer these sounds to you so that you can 

master your craft and get the results you want. You expect the best and so do we. Buy our packs with 

confidence and knowing that you'll get the latest and most innovative sounds with the utmost respect 

for audio production quality. 

 

Product details: 

- 6 Construction Kits (MIDI Provided) 

- 6 FL Studio 20 Templates 

- 44 Melody Loops (WAV & MIDI) 

- 20 Drum Loops 

- 13 Vocal Samples 

- 9 Big Snares 

- 30 Claps and Snares 

- 30 Open and Closed Hi-Hats 

- 20 FX 



- 20 Kicks 

- 20 Percussion 

 

Compatibility: FL Studio 20 (and higher) 

 


